
A NOTE ON LOGARITHMS OF NORMAL OPERATORS1

SVETOZAR KUREPA

All operators considered in this note are bounded and defined on a

fixed Hubert space X. In [4], C. R. Putnam has proved that if 77 is

a positive definite selfadjoint operator and exp T = H, then ||f||

^2 In 2 implies that F is a selfadjoint operator. In Theorem 3 we

prove that it is sufficient to assume that || T\\ <2ir in order that T be

selfadjoint. This condition, already in the set of complex numbers,

cannot be replaced by ||f|| ;£2ir without changing the conclusion. In

Theorem 4 we prove that ||F|| ^2t in a finite dimensional space im-

plies that F is a normal operator. In Theorem 2 some conditions for

a logarithm F of a normal operator N are derived. Assuming that the

spectrum of N lies in the set

(1) Q =  he* | -air Û <P Û a*, 0|a|- , r ^ t > 0\

we prove that exp T = N and ||F|| <(1— a2/4:)ir imply that F is a

normal operator. All these results are consequences of

Theorem 1. Let X be a Hubert space and T: X-+X a bounded oper-

ator such that exp T=N is a normal operator. Then

(2) T = No + 2wiW,

with

(3) No = j In XdE(\),

where In X is the principal (or any) branch of the logarithmic function

and E(X) is the spectral measure of N. The bounded operator W com-

mutes with No and there exists a bounded and regular, positive definite

selfadjoint operator Q such that

(4) JFo = QrlWQ

is a selfadjoint operator the spectrum of which belongs to the set of all

integers (cf. [2, Theorem 4; 3, Lemma 2.2 and Theorem III]).

Proof. The operator N0 defined by (3) is bounded and exp N0 = N.
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Since T commutes with N, it commutes with ECK) [l, p. 68, Theo-

rem 2] and therefore T commutes also with Ao. Thus the operator

2iriW= T — Na has the property that exp 2iriW=E, where £ is the

identity operator. Now, the one-parameter group

(5) Git) = exp licitW

with tER (£ denotes the set of all real numbers), is continuous and

periodic. Thus

(6) sup||G(/)|| <+ »

which, by the well-known theorem of B. Sz. Nagy [5], implies the

existence of a regular, positive definite, selfadjoint operator Q such

that

Q-'GiOQ = exp 2TTÜQr1WQ

is a group of unitary operators. But this is possible if and only if the

operator

Wa = QrlWQ

is selfadjoint. Now exp 2wiWa = E and the fact that W0 is selfadjoint

imply that the spectrum of Wa consists of integers only. Q.E.D.

Theorem 2. Let X be a Hubert space, N: X-^X a bounded normal

operator the spectrum of which is contained in the set (1). If T: X—*X

is a bounded operator such that

exp T = N   and   \\t\\ < 0-T>
then T is a normal operator.

Proof. Let £(X) be the spectral measure of N and

h=  f
J a

No =  I   In Ad£(X)
J u

where In X = ln |x|+7argX, —tt^arg X<7r. According to Theorem 1

we have T=N0 + 2iriW. We will prove that PF=0. First of all we

have:

maxdlAlIjA-1!!) < exp('-7>-
This, the definition of A0, and
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/          a2\2    -11/2

||iVo|| =   sup   | In X |   <    aV +1-) tt2       ,
XSa(AT) L \ 4  /       J

where a(N) denotes the spectrum of TV [l, p. 62, Theorem 2], imply:

/ a2\ r / a2\2~]1/2

2*\\W\\ á||F¡|+||7Vo|| < ttÍ 1 -— j + T|a* + h - —J

= 2ir.

Thus

\\W\\ < 1.

On the other hand Wo = Q~1WQ, where Q and Wo are selfadjoint

operators and the spectrum of Wo is contained in the set of all integers.

If WoX = nx, then TFy = «y, with y = Ç^/||Ç^||. But then ||JF||^|m|
which by virtue of (7) gives « = 0. Thus the spectrum of W0 consists

of the origin only. This implies JF0 = 0 and therefore W=0 which im-

plies F=Aro. Q.E.D.

Remark 1. In a two dimensional unitary space the operator T,

which in an orthonormal basic set has the matrix

¡C    °  ),
\1    l-2r/

possesses the following properties: (a) F is not normal, (b) exp F

= Ee* and (c) ||F||<27r. This example shows that in general the

normality of N = exp. F and || T\\ < 2r does not imply that F is a nor-

mal operator. But in the case in which N is a positive definite, self-

adjoint operator this is true, because we have:

Theorem 3. Let X be a Hubert space, 77: X—>X a bounded, positive

definite, selfadjoint operator and T: X-^X an operator such that

exp T = H   and   ||f|| < 2ir.

Then the operator T is a selfadjoint operator.

Proof. The operator Ho —No defined by (3), with In X as the prin-

cipal branch of the logarithm, is a bounded selfadjoint operator and

F=77o+27riJF. Again, if xj¿0, Wax = Q~1WQx = nx, then Wy = ny,

with y=0x/||0x||, implies

(Ty, y) = (H0y, y) + 2win.

Since 770 is selfadjoint, (770y, y) is real and we get:

I (Ty, y) |2 = (77oy, y)2 + 4*V = ||f||2 < iw2.
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Thus «2<1, which implies 77 = 0. This obviously leads to TF = 0 and

therefore 7 = 770. Q.E.D.

Corollary 1. If T is a bounded linear operator and 77 a positive

definite, selfadjoint operator such that

exp T = Heie,

with 6E[0, 2ir], then

||r|| è 6 if 6 G [0, r]    and   IIr|| ^ir-OifOE [*, 2ir].

Proof. Suppose that 0E[O, w] and ||r|| <0. Then ||7-70£|| <2tt

and exp(£—iOE) =77, together with Theorem 3, imply that H0=T

— iOE is a selfadjoint operator. But then | iTx, x)|2=(770x, x)2+d2

á|| 7] 2<02 holds for any xEX, \\x\\ = 1. Since this is impossible, we

have 7"||^0. If OE[0, 2tt], then 2tt-0G[O, tt] and we have ||r||

= \\T*\ ^2tt-0 because of exp T* = Hei^~eK

Theorem 4. Let X be a finite dimensional unitary space, H: X—*X

a positive definite, selfadjoint operator and T: X-^X an operator such

that

(8) exp T = 77   and   \\t\\ g 2r.

Then T is a normal operator.

Proof. Since H is selfadjoint, we have

m

77 = Z **£*,
¡t=i

where X* are positive numbers, Xt^Xt- if k^k', and Ek are selfadjoint

pairwise orthogonal projections. If Xk denotes the range of Ek, then

X is an orthogonal sum of the subspaces Xk. Since T commutes with

H, we have

m

T = Z © Tk,

where Tk is the restriction of T to Xk and the symbol @ denotes the

orthogonal sum of operators. Now (8) becomes:

(9) exp Tk = \kEk,       || n|| Û 2t, Ä = 1, 2, • - - , m.

If we prove that every 7* is normal, then T as the orthogonal sum of

normal operators will be normal.

Therefore it is sufficient to prove, that if X is an «-dimensional

unitary space, exp £ = X£, X>0 and ||£|| ^2tt, then T is normal. Ac-

cording to Theorem 1 we have T = E In \ + 2iriW with In X real for
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X>0. Now, Wy — ny, ||y|| = l, implies 7y = ln y + 27T7ray and therefore

||r^||2 = (lnX)2 + 47r2ra2 ̂  4tt2.

If In X 5^0, then ra = 0and 7 = £lnX, i.e. T is selfadjoint. On the other

hand, if In X = 0, then T=2iriW, the spectrum of W is contained in

the set {—1,0, 1} and || TF|| ^ 1. To prove that W is normal we take

an orthonormal basic set eit ■ ■ ■ , e„ in X such that the matrix Wie)

which belongs to W in this basic set has the property that [W(e)]ü

= 0 if 1 ̂ i<j^n. Now

\\Wei\\2=  | [Wie)]n\2+ \[Wie)]2i\2+ ••■+ | [W(e)]nï\* Z 1.

Hence, if | [TF(e)]n| =1, then [JF(e)]2i= • • • = [lF(e)]nl = 0. This

method implies that the matrix Wie) has the following form:

Wie)JW^        °    V
V    0       Wiie)/'

where Wa(e) is a diagonal matrix and all elements of the matrix Wi(e)

on and above the main diagonal are zero. Obviously exp 2riWi(e)

= £i(e), where Ei(e) is the unit matrix of the same order as Wi(e).

Since Wi(e) has all eigenvalues zero, and since it is similar to a her-

mitian matrix (Theorem 1), we find Wi(e) —0. Thus the matrix W(e)

is diagonal, i.e., the operator IF is a normal operator. Q.E.D.

Remark 2. In a two-dimensional unitary space, the operator T,

which in an orthonormal basic set has the matrix

2"(! o)-

has the following properties: (1) T is not normal, (2) exp £ = £ and

(3) ||r|| =2tt(1+€2)1/2, i.e., the condition || 7|| ^2tt of Theorem 4 can-

not be weakened without altering the conclusion.
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